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This papeT' pT'esents an anaLysis of the factoT's affeaHng
fT'eight-faciUty Loaation ahoiae. These factoT's aT'e
deteT'Tltined by using an EUmination--by·-Aepeats modeL.
C01"1"eZation beween the ~ha.,.actenstie8 in the model. is
minimised priOT' to modeL deveLopment. The modeUing
appT'oaeh is then shown to be a suitable and potentiaUy
vaLuabLe appT'oaah foT' anaLysing ,fT'eight-faciLity Loaation.
Using data aoUeatedin MeLboume, the modeL aaUbT'ation sh""s
that the deaision of faaiUty Loaation aan be modeUed using
five char'actensties. Thr'ee o.f these a.ha1'acte:M,sties a1'e
1"eZated to aceessibil.ity (accessibiZity to ar'tenaz, 1'oads
austomeT'S and LabouT') ",hUe the T'emaining tOJo aT'e neet
opeT'ating aost and the avaiLabiUty of suitabLe sites. of
these, accessibit'ity to ar'tenat 7'0008 is the most
infLuentiaL. This T'esuLtis of vaLue in a tT'anepOT't pLanning
context because it means that t'Y'anSpor't system vanabZ,8s
have an e.f:t'eat on the ahoiae of fT'eight facility loaation.
J
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I NTRODUCTI DN
Both passenger and freight transport systems have ;mpor'tant spatial
ramifications" Tr'ansport effects, for instance, often influence the location
decisions and viability of industry (Weber, 1929; McMillan, 1965; Rimmer,
1970). However, the extent of this influence and the nature of the relationship
are as yet generally not fully understood.

Althou9 h the amount of urban land occupied by freight distribution
facilities is relatively small, such land uses are amongst the most volatile from
the community viewpoint (especially where large, heavy trucks are involved). Data
from the United Kingdom (Wigan, 1979) has shown that freight depots and warehouses
in London are highly footloose. If this is so in other cities (and Australian

cities in particular), it may be possible to influence the location of such
freight-generating land uses throughout the planning process to reduce transport
costs and broader community costs associated with env(r'onmental and social
impacts" In pr"evious work Ogden (1979) has suggested that control of the location
of fr'eight generating activities is one of the main influences that the planner
can exert on the urban frei ght system ..
However, although a large body of theoretical and empirical work on the
location of manufacturing industry already exists (Beard, 1973), comparatively
little has been reported on the location of freight-distribution activities, which
mostly fall within the service industry sector. Consequently, the level of
understanding of the location behaviour of firms that operate such facilities,
the extent to which their- choice processes might be common, is quite 1imited ..
Thus, before predictions about the spatial impact of policy initiatives on urban
goods movement can be attempted, it is necessary to investigate further the
location char'acter'istics of such freight firms. The successful derivation of an
explanatory capability for the location preference of individual freight firms
could ultimately lead to the development of disaggregate behavioural models of
freight-facility location for use in transport and land use planning of urban
systems (Watson, 1975)"
T-his paper reports on an extension to a previous study of the locational
prefer'ences of firms which operate freight facilities in Melbourne, Australia
(Young, Ritchie and Ogden, 1980)" The study included a range of firms whose main
function was the distribution of goods, including fr'eight forwarders, truck fi
wholesaler's and distributors. Some firms whose main function is not tr'ansport
distribution but which had a significant distribution function were also included
(e"g. oil companies and major- retailers) . Freight terminals, depots, storage
facilities, distribution centres, warehouses, and similar' facilities were incl
in the study.

AN ELIMINATION BY ASPECTS MODEL
In order to analyse the effects of transport and land use pal icy decisions
on the location of freight facilities, a model sensitive to the influence of such
policy decisions was used. Previous work (Young, Ritchie and Ogden, 1980) used a
logit model to perform this task, but the present study reports on an extension
this work using an Elimination-by-"Aspects (EBA) approach, first discussed by
Tversky (1972)" A comparison of the results of the EBA and logit model will be
presented later in this paper'"
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Two features of the EBA model are of fundamental importance. First, the
model states that, rather than an individual considering all the characteristics
of all possible locations simultaneouslY in order to generate an overall composite
uation for all locations, the individual conducts a mental search of the

characteristics in a sequential fashion proceeding from the character'istic which
5 considered most important to that characteristic which is considered least
It may well occur, therefor'e, that many locations are eliminated after

a few char'acter'istics have been considered and that a decision can be made
all the characteristics describing all the locations are examined.
The method by which this characteristic-search is terminated is the second
of such a model.. It is assumed that at each stage of the search (Le ..

each char'acter-istic is consider'ed), the level of the char'acteristic for each
location is compared to a minimally acceptable level of that characteristic.. If a
ocation fails this test (Le. the characteristic level is less than the minimally
e level) then that location is el iminated from further consideration. If

the test, it continues in the char'acteristic-search to be compared with
r'ema i ni ng 1Qcat; ons wi th respect to the next most important
istic. The search continues until all except one of the possible
ocations have been eliminated. The f'emaining location is then consider-ed to be

chosen one ..
Given this basic framework, the generalised mathematical form of the EBA
is as follows
(See Young (1983) inthese proceedings for a more detailed
ivation and Young (1982) for the full derivation).
C + I
1(6)
P(x/o)
x
All 0
P(x/J)
( 1)
I (r )
I Cj + I
All J
All r
where
P(x/J) = probability of selecting x from total set of location J
o any subset of characteristics that are satisfactory for at
1east x
1(0)
sum of importance for characteristics in set 0
F
all subsets of total locations set J except the subset
that includes al.l location in J
constant for 1ocat i on j
Another problem to be addressed is the method by which minimally
ac(;eDtal,le satisfaction levels are to be set. The present study uses a "minimum

criterion whereby characteristic satisfaction levels are considered to be
ac(;eDtal,le if they lie within a specific fractional tolerance of the maximum
on level for that characteristic over all locations for that

vidual..

Thus,

Acceptable Skjq > (1 - Tk ) M X Skjq
(2)
th
Skjq
satisfaction with the k
characteristic of the jth location
for the the individual q .

1

Tk

= tolerance
= ththmaximum
q

for the kth characteristic
satisfaction with the kth characteristic for the

individual over' all .j locations
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However, an individuals perception of his tolerance may be affected by a

multitude of chance errors, and ther'e may also be a distribution of toler'ances
across the individuals in the study population. Therefore the EBA model should b,
generalised to incorporate a distribution of the most appropriate set of mean
to 1erances (Tk ). The task of the ca 1i br'at i on progr am is to determi ne the
distribution and mean of these tolerances such that a specified objective function
is maximised. Because the output of the EBA model described above is a
probability of selection (see eqn (I)) maximum likelihood is used to estimate
these parameters. This procedur'e is explained later, when the results of the
analysis ar'e presented.
EMPIRICAL STUDY
Although the choice model outlined above has been applied to residential
location choice (Young, 1982), it has not previously been applied to the location
preference of firms and, more particularly, to firms involved in the distribution
of freight.
Sample Selection
In selecting a sample from which to obtain data for the building of
location choice models, two criteria should be met. The first is that the sampl,
should be homogeneous with respect to location choice. This criterion was partly
met in this study by selecting only firms that were (a) involved in the
distribution of freight and (b) located in Melbourne. However, since the
distribution sector is large, different firms have different market and location
characteristics and therefore the sample could not be said to be truly
homogeneous.
The second criterion is that the firms should be in equilibrium so that
the factors which affect the decision to locate will be the same for all firms in
the study. It is unlikelY that this criterion will be satisfied, since different
firms in the sample had been at their present location for different lengths of
time and each firm was probablY faced with a unique set of characteristics when it
made its 1atest I ocati on deci s i on. However, after that deci si on was made, changes
in the firmls circumstances, or in the urban and economic environment, may have
resulted in another location being more appropriate., To overcome this pr'oblem of
lack of,equilibrium, respondents to the survey wer'e asked to compare their
existing location with one other possible location, as of the time of the study
and not as of the time when their last location decision was made. They were also
asked which of these two locations they would select if they were making their
location decision now. This preferred location, rather than the firm's actual
current location, was used in the development of the models presented in this
paper.
It is important at this point to note the distinction between the

prefer'ences of a decision-making unit and its final decision since, even if it is
assumed that a firm's location behaviour is rational and that the choice set for
the firm is completelY specified, a firm's preference for a location other than
its curr'ent one need not necessarily lead to a relocation. The preferences of
individual firms for alternative locations can be viewed as a measure of the
demand for alternative locations, but before a choice decision will result, an
interaction of demand and supply must be considered. Moreover, unless the
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per-ceived Ilbenefit to the firm in moving to an alternative location exceeds the
cost of that move, perhaps by some threshold amount, the firm is unlikely to
relocate regardless of its stated preferences.

To apply the model outlined earlier in this paper, data on importances and
sfactions are required. In this study, these data were obtained by using a
onnaire completed during interviews with senior' management per'sonnel of a
e of firms in Melbourne (Ritchie and Ogden, I979). These firms covered a
of activities in the transport and distribution sector. A total of 71
res wer'e completed satisfactorily.
More specifi ca 11 y, each respondent was fi r st asked to r ate on a
psychomet
scale, whose end points were 1 and 100, how satisfactory two 10cawere with respect to 19 locational characteristics. The two locations were
firm's current location and one other possible location nominated by the
+r;~~;:~~~;~ (Note that not all areas in the urban region can be considered
"
ve locations. For example, land use planning regulations may prohibit
ght activity in certain localities. Thus if all locations were considered in
estimation of model parameters a biased result may be obtained" This study
included one alternative, selected by the respondent, to ensure that the
ves considered were valid for that firm).
The 19 location characteristics and their abbreviations (in parentheses)
foll ows:

closeness to existing markets

(Customers)
(Expanding Markets)

closeness to expanding markets
closeness to other facilities
operated by the fi rm

(Other Facilities)
(Other Firms)
oseness to ar'ter'ial roads
(Arterial Roads)
oseness to fr'eeways
(Freeways)
to country highway
(Hi ghway)
oseness to rail freight facilities
(Rail )
to port facilities
(Ports)
oseness to public transport
(Publ ic Transport)
congestion and delay
(Congestion)
lability of suitable sites
(Sites)
potential
(Investment)
prestige
(Prestige)
land and buildings
(Land Costs)
of council rates
(Rates)
of operating the respondents vehicle fleet (Operating Cost)
lability of labour
(Labour)
ronmental impact of the facil ity
(Environment)

oseness to firms providing services

wer'e then asked to rank, on a similar' semantic scale, how
these characteristics would be in their selection of a location
freight facility. Finally, th~y were asked to rate both location
overall. It is interesting to note that, although most respondents
r existing site higher, many did not.
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The result of this part of the questionnaire was a set of data on
satisfactions and ;mportances for each of the 19 charactef'istics given above.
From these, it was possible to use the theory to build an EBA model of facil ity
location preference.

cor
mO(

thi

CORRELATION OF CHARACTERISTICS
Before the formulation of the model of freight facility location
preference is discussed, it is necessary to explain how the data obtained in

questionnaire survey were made suitable for analysis.,
The char aeter; st; cs i nt roduced in the pr'ocess of model ca 1i br'at i on were
the for-m of separ'ate importance and satisfaction r'atings. However the

characteristics described above are by no means unique or mutually exclusive
so may be interrelated.

For example, sever'al of the character'istics given

relate to closeness to transport, whereas perhaps only one relates to the
availability of labour. Since correlation between independent variables can
to a spur i ous model, it was necessary to determi ne whi ch, if any, of the
character'istics were correlated. To do this a factor-analysis technique which
measures the latent dimensions in the data, was used. (Recker and Golob, 1976;
Brown, 1977).
Factor analysis is a technique wher'eby characteristics which are
correlated can be determined. In the factor analysis process the principal
components are first determined from these correlations. The first component
explains the maximum possible var'iance on the data" The second component is
the one that explains the second largest amount of variance and is also at right
angles to (1.e .. uncorrelated with) the first component" The process continues
until all of the variance is explained. The amount of variance explained by
factor can be represented by the eigenvalue (Tarrant, 1973) ..

Since each of the components explains progressively less of the total
variance, there comes a point at which factor's explain less of the variance than
single characteristic. This point is reached when the eigenvalue of the factor
less than 1.0. Therefore, only components that had eigenvalues greater than
were used- in thi s study..
To make the relationship between the characteristics and the factors
clearer the principal components ar'e "r'otated"" This rotation increases the
corr'elation between some characteristics and particular factors towards La
while it decreases the correlation between other characteristics and the factors
towards 0.. 0.
Since the importance and satisfaction ratings are input into the EBA
calibration separately, factor' analysis was carried out on both sets of data
separately. Table I presents the results.
The factor analyses for' importances and satisfactions show some
differences. There are however several attributes that load onto the same
for both impor'tances and satisfactions.. These are

Factor
Factor
Factor
Factor

A
B
C
0

Customers and Expanding Markets
Arter i al Roads, Freeways and Hi ghways
Rail and Ports
Land Costs and Rates
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Given that each of the characteristics within the above factors are
correlated it was decided to leave only one characteristic from each factor in the

model building. The new attribute set, comprising 14 attributes (Le" 19 minus
the 5 incorporated in the above factors) is presented in Table 11

TABLE I

FACTOR ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR IMPORTANCE AND SATISFACTION RATING

----------

----

Satisfaction

% Variance

Character'; st; c
Customers

Markets

i a1 Roads

-----% Vatiance

Factor

Explained

Factor

Explained

1
1

45
37

3
3
4

71

1
4
4
4
2
2
6

36
48
44
25
55
62
25

2
2
2
4
4

49
58
35
43
43

1

42

5
5
1
1
1
1

34
27
43
31
39
50

3

Cost

Importance

3
3
1
5
3
--_
...-

57
20

42

47
23
29
23
20
63
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TABLE II
~.

Characteristic

Tal er'ance

1----

Customers
Other Facilities
Other Fi rms
Arteri al Roads
Port
Public Transport
Congestion
Sites
Investment
Prestige
Land Cost
Operating Cost
Labour
Envi ronment

0.45
0.20
2.70
1.30
0.90
2.80
2.35
0.20

*
*
*
*
*
*

2.20
0.25
2.30
0.55
0.40
2.25

*

-2 Rn AT
p2
,

P

INITIAL EBA MODEL

*

*

Significance of
Parameters
(-2 ~n Ak)

4.33
3.62
0.22
0.29
0.75
0.17
0.30
24.51
0.23
12.93
0.30
7.89
9.61
0.21

i
t
n
w

R

v
s
P
5

c

47.07
0.48

L--.

-

* Not significant at 5% level
p

MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Initial Model
Table 11 also presents the parameter estimates for the EBA model de'vel,Dped
using these 14 characteristics. A short description of the measures of signi
of the model and parameters presented in Table II is given in Appendix A" A
detailed description can be found in Young (1982).
These tests of significance do however suggest that overall the model is
highlY significant (x 20 os 14 = 23.69 < 47.07 = -2 In A and p2 = 0.49). Hence
model is acceptable fro'" t~e point of view of overall fit. However many of the
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esti mates for cha r acter i st i cs withi n the model ha ve -·2 tn Ak values of
3.84 and are therefore not significant at the 5% level. Th~ model was
••,"ofM'o refined by removing the characteristics with parameter estimates that were
significant. These characteristics wef'e removed one at a timet the par-ameter
the lowest -2 Rn Ak value being removed at each step of the refinement.

Table III presents the tolerance estimates and the relevant statistical
ues for the refined model. Again the overall fit of the model is highly
(x20 05 5 = 11.07 < 44.18 = -2 tn A and p2 = 0.45). Furthermore all the
estimAte~ have -.2 tn Ak val ues greater than 3.84 and are therefore
gnificant at the 5% level.
The refined model includes only five characteristics.

These are

closeness to existing customers
closeness to arterial f'oads 1
avail abil ity of suitable sites
cost of operating the respondents fleet, and
closeness to labour

TABLE III
Characteri sti c

REFINEO EBA MOOEL
Si gnifi cance of

Tolerance

Parameter's

(-2 tn \) _ _ _ _
0.45

10.gg

Sites

0.25
0.65

12.89
18.95

Operating Costs
Labour

0.65
0.50

Customer s
Arterial Roads

.

6.64
9.21

44.18
0.45

"------Several of these characteristics relate to the transport infrastructure.
implications of this are discussed below.
The sensitivity of the characteristics to changes in the level of
sfaction has been shown to be related to the size of the tolerance

1.

Carrel ated with closeness to freeways and closeness to country hi ghways.
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(Young, 1982). Characteristics with small tolerance estimates are more
changes in characteristic satisfaction than are characteristics with larger
tolerances" Hence the characteristic which is most sensitive to a change in
satisfaction level is closeness to arter'ial roads. This is followed by

accessibility to customers and accessibility to labour" The availability of
suitable sites and the operating cost of the fleet are the least sensitive.
results further reinforce the suggestion that the location of transport
infrastructure has an influence on the location choice of freight facilities in
Melbourne ..
COMPARISION OF EBA ANO LOGIT MOOELS
As was stated earlier the EBA model is a relatively new addition to the
tools available for analysing choice situations.

It has however been applied to

studying residential location choice (Young, 1982) and the transport mode used
move freight between capital cities of Australia (Young, Richardson, Ogden and
Rattray,lg82). The more common model for studying choice situations is the
model and a previous study of the freight facility data used for this study
this approach (Young, Ritchie and Ogden, 1980). It is therefore interesting to
compare the EBA and logit models" Table IV presents such a comparison.
TABLE IV

CHARACTERISTICS INCLUDEO IN REFINED EBA AND LOGIT MODELS

Char'aeter; st; c
f--.

Customers *

EBA
X

Expanding Markets *
Other Facil Hies *
Other Fi rms *
Arterial Roads t

~-_._----

-2 tn AT
p2
'--------

X
X
X
X

X

Freeways t

Operating Costs t
Sites
Labour

LOGIT

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-_.

lj4.18
0.45

40,,42
0.41

* These characteristics were gr'ouped into a factor called closeness to
mar'kets in logit model.
t

These characteristics were gr'ouped into a factor' called tr'uck tr'ansport

in logit mode 1
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Table IV shows that the characteristics found to have significant
parameters in the EBA model also had significant parameters in the logit
" The logit model does however contain more char'acteristics in the model
does the EBA" This is due to a slight difference in the formulation of
factors put into each model. (In the logit model characteristics were

ned into factors using the factor analysis results, whereas in the EBA
one characteristic was used to represent all the characteristics
ncluded in the factor). Given these slight differences in model formulation
the marked similarity in the characteristics present in the final models
it can be concluded that both models show the same characteristics influencing
ce"

The second aspect of interest in Table IV is the overall fit of the
s. It can be seen that the EBA model provided a better fit
tn AT = 44.1B and p2 = 0.45) than did the logit model (-2 to AT = 40.42
p2 = 0.41). While these differences in overall fit are not ver'y great,
they do however suggest that the EBA model produced results which were at
least as good as those produced by the logit model.

The study outlined in this paper involves the application of a
f'elatively new choice model to the location prefer'ences of freight firms.
Since the study is explanatory in nature, it is important to discuss some of
the biases that may be present in the data so that these can be avoided in

futur'e.

There appear to be two main areas of concern here.

One possible bias may result from the limitations put on a respon. choice set. Each respondent was only asked to consider two locations.
In reality, it is likely that a firm would consider several alter'natives
before making a final decision. If the two locations considered in this study
are not representative of all these alternatives it is likely that there will
be bias in the final modeL One method of overcoming this problem is to
incorporate a wider range of locations wh~n collecting the data.
Secondly, it was pointed out earlier' that there is a link between
prefer'ence and the final decision which is not considered in this model.. This
link can be influenced by physical, social and institutional constraints or by
the decision maker making a sub-optional location due to lack of knowledge of
all the alternati ves. Mor e detail ed knowl edge of the processes 1i nk i ng
pr'eference and behaviour is required before the model can be applied with
confidence"

Finally, before the models described in this paper
operational it is necessary that relationships between the
satisfaction used in this study and physical measures such
cost be developed.. Some steps towards this goal have been
Richardson (1978) and Young and Morris (I9BO)
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions from this study fall into two areas, firstly, those
related to the use of the EBA model in analysing freight facil ity location
choice, and secondlY those relating to the factors found to influence that
choice.
Because of the relatively small sample size and the explanatory natur,
of the study, the results should be treated with caution. Nevertheless, the
results are encouraging. With respect to the use of the EBA model in
analysing freight facil ity location choice, the research showed that the EBA
model not only provides a behaviourally acceptable theoretical foundation for
this sort of analysis, but also that it provided a satisfactory fit to the
data. Moreover, comparison between the EBA model and the commonly-used logit
model showed that the EBA model provided a comparable (indeed sl ightly better)
statistical fit.
It is concluded therefore that the EBA modell ing approach is a suit.
able and potentially valuable method of analysing freight facility location
choice.
With respect to the results of the analysis, the five factors found to
be significant were not only reasonable, but consistent with those found Using
the logit model.
Closeness to arterial roads (which was correlated to closeness to
freeways and closeness to country hi ghways) r'efl ects the importance of road
access to freight facilities.

Closeness to existing customers is important, par'ticular",y
fi rms wi th a sma 11 number of cl i ents"

fOf'

those

Closeness to 1abou r is i nte rest i ng because, a It hough much of the labour
used in the freight and distribution sector is relatively unskilled or semiskilled, firms apparently consider the availability of suitable labour as an
imp·ortant factor in their location choice.
Cost of fleet operation, although not statistically correlated with
proximity to roads or clients, nevertheless reflects much the same sort of
considerations, namely the importance of a good location on minimising costs
and maximising market advantage.
Finally, the site-availability of attribute referred to the availability of a suitable site in the area concerned. Many firms nominated as
their alternative location an inner-suburban or near-central locality (reasons
for this, in the Melbourne context, included proximity to r'ail yards for firms
that serve these markets, accessibil ity to radial freeways and arterial roads,
and the cost advantages of having trucks running in the counter-peak
direction). Since few suitable sites exist, this attribute figured quite
prominently as a governing factor in location choice.
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Except fOf' the site.·,availability characteristic, all of the r'emalnlng
four character'istics are transport-related. This f'esult ;s important in a
transport planning context because is suggests that the planner can have some
influence on the location of freight facility location decisions, and thus on
the level of truck traffic on roads in various parts of the ur'ban area" This
influence operates by changing the transpor't system, and thus changing the
perceptions of the transport system attr'ibute in such a way that freight

facil ity 1ocati on choices may be affected"
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APPENOIX A :

Significance Tests

Since maximum-likelihood estimation techniques have been used in the
calibration procedure, it is possible to use specific values of the likelihoOd
function to test the overall significance of the model. In particular, the
generalised likelihood-ratio test (Hensher and Johnson, 1981) can be used to
test whether the probability of an individual choosing location is inde,oen<"",
of the values of the parameter estimates. In this study the hypothesis
all tolerances are very large (say ~) is equivalent to the null hypothesis
that the choice is independent of the values of the parameter estimates.
The generalised likelihood-ratio criterion is of the form:
A

= max

(A-l)

L(w)/max L(n)

where A the likelihood ratio
max L(w) = the maximum of the likelihood function where M tolerances

have been set to

max L(n)

= the

m.

unconstrained maximum of the likelihood function.

Wilks (1962) shows that -2tnA is approximatelY distributed like chi_
square with M degrees of freedom when the null hypothesi s is true. Therefore
if -ZtnA is greater than the critical value of x~ (for a preselected signifi_
cance 1eve1) then the null hypothesi s, that all tol er ances are equal to ~ ,
may be rejected and the model, as a whole, may be taken to be significant.
The natural logarithm of the unconstr'ained maximum likelihood may be
written as L*(T) (i.e. the log of the likelihood evaluated with the best
estimates of the tolerances) whil st the log of the constrained maximum
likelihood may be written as L* (~) (i.e. the log of the likelihood wher'e all
tolerances have been set equal to ~). -2RnA for the total model (T) may
therefore be re-expressed as
(A-2)
The above test is not a particularly 2trong test. An alternative test
of the overall model is the use of a pseudo-R. This measure is calculated

as:
(A-3)

Since the unconstrained log-likelihood will always be greater than the
constrained log-likelihood (both being negative numbers), the ratio
L*(T)/L*(~) will always be between 0 and 1.
The smaller this ratio, the
better the explanatory power of the model over the aggregate constant-share
prediction model, and hence the larger the value of p2. However, whilst p2
can theoretically vary between 0 and 1, it has been noted by Hensher and
Johnson (1981) that a value of p2 between 0.2 and 0.4 is considered to be a
good fit.
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The r'ole of each character'1stic in explaining variance in the data may
be considered by examining the tolerances associated with each of the
character·istics. A method of testing the significance of a tolerance estimate
is based on the likelihood··ratio test (described above, as a test of overall
,·,odel goodness-of-fit). Thus if two models, of the same form, are built from
;ne data set where the first model uses M parameters whilst the second uses M'
parameters (such that M> M'), then the significance of the second model with
respect to the first is given bY the likelihood-ratio test where:
(A-4)

where

L*(T)M'

= the

log-likelihood of the second model

with Mtparameters

L*(T)M = the log-likelihood of the first model
with M parameters
As for the overall model likelihood test, -2tn>. is distributed like
but with (M - M') degrees of freedom. If .2tn' is less than the critical
ue of x2 then it may be assumed that the two models are not significantly
fferent from each other. That is, the omission of the (M - M') parameters
has had no significant effect on the explanatory power of the model.

To use this test to ascertain the significance of individual chactersties within a ,model
~s necessary to first constr'uct the model with M
and calcu1
"'(T)M' The characteristic in question is then
tted from the model (i .e. its tolerance is set equal to ~ ) and the value
L*(T)M_l is calculated. The value of -2tn, (the measure of the signifiof a parameter associated with characterfstic k) is then calculated and
to the critical value of x2 with 1 degree of freedom. Using a 5%
of significance the critical value of x2 is 3.84. If .. 2tn'k is less
3.84, the tDler'ance of the char'acteristic in question can be assumed to

no significant influence on the model and can be removed from the models
stic set.
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